Post 16 Results Day August 2021
The Marsh Academy is celebrating another year of excellent results for A-level and Level 3 Vocational qualifications.
Despite the many challenges our students have faced throughout the COVID-19 Pandemic, they have worked incredibly
hard, demonstrated perseverance in abundance, and have grown in character, resilience, and maturity - we could not be
prouder of them. Whilst we are proud of the achievements of everyone, there are many students who have achieved
exceptional results.
Some students achieved a suite of A* and A grades across their A-level courses including in Mathematics, Social Sciences,
and the Arts, whilst others achieved a suite of Distinction* and Distinction grades across their Level 3 Vocational Courses
including in Law, Health and Social Care, Sport and Music.
Ashley achieved two A* grades in Sociology and Media Studies and an A grade
in History. Ashley is taking a gap year to obtain a pharmacy qualification she
is interested in before going to university to study Midwifery. Ashley states
she is “ecstatic with her results and has really enjoyed her time at The Marsh
Academy.”
Owen achieved A grades in Mathematics, Drama, and Psychology and a B
grade in Computer Science. Owen is going on to read Mathematics at the
University of Kent. Owen states “I really enjoyed my time at the Marsh
Academy and secured some fantastic results. I am looking forward to starting
my degree in Mathematics.”
Sadie achieved A* grades in History and Art and Design, and an A grade in
Psychology. Sadie will be reading History at the University of York. Sadie said,
“I am really pleased with my grades, I could not be happier and cannot wait
to start University.” Erin achieved an A* in Psychology to go with the three A
grades she achieved last year in Art, Criminology and Sociology.
Frankie studied for a triple Level 3 Qualification in Sport and achieved three
Distinction* grades whilst also being a key member of the Football Academy.
Frankie states, “I am chuffed and very proud, all the hard work paid off and I
am looking forward to further studies.”
Millie studied for four A-levels achieving A grades in both Sociology and Art
and Design and B grades in both Psychology and Chemistry. Millie (pictured
centre) wishes to pursue Paediatric Nursing. Millie states, “I am really pleased
with my results, all of my hard work has paid off and I am looking forward to
my next steps in education.”

Principal, Shaun Simmons commented: “We are delighted that, again, 100% of our students who were offered
university places were accepted, whilst others have secured apprenticeships or employment. I would like to
congratulate all our students and wish them well as they take up their places at university, employment, or begin
their gap year. To achieve such success, given the past 18 months is remarkable and a testament to the hard
work of our students and staff.”

